Starting DenToGo for ClearCorrect patients
Why DenToGo?

The biggest challenge with any aligner treatment is that compliance is in the hands of the patient.

As a provider, you know that every patient is individual so every aligner treatment should be different.

The usual aligner change interval - between 1 to 2 weeks - will be replaced by the DenToGo dynamic aligner change technology.

Your patients are now monitored and only change aligners when a change is indicated.
Benefits from monitoring my ClearCorrect patients

Control the fit and change of every aligner
Your patients change their aligners only when prompted to on the DenToGo App, after the fit of the aligner has been verified, leading to fewer tracking issues.

Optimize tracking
Fewer tracking issues, potentially leading to fewer case revisions.

Improve treatment times
Dynamic aligner wear interval and potential reduction of revisions could lead to shorter treatment time.

Engage your patient in their treatment
Your patients receive feedback and can view their progress.
Benefit from the dynamic aligner change technology

You set the rules of the monitoring protocol.

Your monitoring protocol determines when the conditions are right to change aligners.

DenToGo application and you as a doctor verify the conditions on ScanToGo and trigger needed instructions.

Your patients receive notifications through the App to stay on the current aligner or to change to the next aligner.
Onboard ClearCorrect patients

During the initial consultation, give patients an overview of DenToGo.

- Supports you practice for more optimized patient appointments.
- Your practice provides treatments and a more monitored outcome
- Your practice provides a communication tool to keep patients engaged and updated
Create the patient card

When the scanning/records appointment is scheduled:
- Create the patient’s DenToGo card on the dashboard
- Your patient receives an email to download and log in to the DenToGo App

*Tip: the secondary email is often used to send a copy of your patient message to the patient’s parents.*
Patient App

During the dental impression or records appointment:

- Ask your patient to download and login to the App
- Give them a retractor and a ScanToGo Device
- Teach the patient how to scan using the in-App tutorial.

Tip: You can find videos on how to scan in our Help-desk. You can watch them and train before showing your patient.
Choose your monitoring product

The **DenToGo Monitoring** monthly plan is suitable for ClearCorrect aligner monitoring.
When handing out the first aligner

- Start monitoring
- Explain to the patient they will need to scan every 7 days, or every time they receive a notification to scan
- Help the patient take their first scan - it will be used by DenToGo as a reference scan
- It is very important that your patients understand that they have to change aligners when prompted by your “GO” on the App
What protocol template do I choose?

Select the ClearCorrect protocol (7 days) as a template.

You can customize it at any time to personalize:

- Patient messages
- Team instructions
- Scan intervals
Manage your monitored treatments

ALL monitoring events are organized in your notification center:

1. Description of clinical events.
2. ClearCorrect recommendations to your team to solve the issues.
3. Messages sent to your patients.
   - GO or NO-GO
   - Custom messages
The patient App

1. The patients are automatically notified via the App to take their scans.
2. If the set conditions are met for the patient to change aligners, they will receive a “GO” message.
3. If not, they will receive a “No-Go” and be prompted to scan 3 days later to follow up.
4. Additional recommendations will be also sent, such as: “Use your chewies”.
5. A before/after visualization is available to them.
6. Your patients can communicate with you using the messaging tool of the App.